Go mobile and accelerate reporting to save costs and improve data quality.

WHEN YOU’RE OUT IN THE FIELD AND TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE, PAPER OR EXCEL REPORTING CAUSES DATA INEFFICIENCIES.

Problems

- Paper forms or Excel sheets are cumbersome and slow down on-site data capture
- Data errors due to outdated processing and limited capture options
- Slow reporting and manual analysis of data
- Loss of time and productivity of field personnel

Solutions

- Mobile data capture reduces time for each field inspection and is easy to do
- Supports any data type you need — text, checkboxes, radio buttons, photos, GPS, barcodes, RFID, speech, handwriting and more
- Easily export to multiple document formats including Word and Excel; Fully-Customizable dashboards allow administrators to set up custom views of data
- Real-time monitoring of workforce efficiency in environmental reporting
Be an Environmental Consulting Operations Superhero

Customize secure inspection apps that work seamlessly with your enterprise system and ignite your team's success.

Mobile Impact (Mi) Platform Capabilities

**Mi-Inspections**

The most intuitive data capture workflow technology available on the market to speed up and simplify all your work from the field to the office to the customer.

- Field inspectors gain more time in the day due to mobile capture and prefill form capabilities even while offline
- Teams increase number of inspections per hour, driving results to the bottom line
- Management receives immediate and meaningful analysis of results and team performance
- Enterprise class scaling ensures security and manageability

**Mi-Analytics**

A highly customizable reporting dashboard for business executives that integrates data from mobile systems or other databases. Understanding your data just got a whole lot easier.

- Provides real-time insight into company operations through Mi-Platform or other enterprise resources
- Discern patterns and make better business decisions for healthy operations
- Monitor field personnel in real-time to increase productivity
- Reports for inspections, timesheets, and trend analysis increase ROI

**Mi-Platform**

A comprehensive toolkit for building secure mobile forms and applications that handles 100% of your mobile data collection needs.

- Intuitive, user-friendly platform for today’s mobile workforce
- Routing and approval for mobile forms, seamless integration, complete security, with offline syncing and data replication
- Modern, scalable, robust technology that grows with your organization
- Fully customizable for your needs and support across platforms, along with immediate data availability to multiple document formats

For more information, visit www.mi-corporation.com